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Mr. Ken Garoutte
Manager, Safety, Health, Environment & Quality
Cameco Resources
P.O. Box 1210
Glenrock, WY 82637

RE: TFN 3 2/290, Administrative Order Docket No. 3211-00, Casing Leak Investigation
2012 Status Update Review, Permit 603, Cameco Resources

Dear Mr. Garoutte:

The Land Quality Division (LQD) received the referenced report on March 29, 2013. A technical
review has been completed with the comments enclosed. Please provide responses to the
comments at your earliest convenience.

The diligent effort to characterize the casing leak impacts to shallow aquifers is greatly
appreciated. As summarized during the meeting in Cheyenne on February 27, 2013, the LQD
looks forward to reviewing mitigation plans for cleaning up any impacted aquifers.

It is recognized that clean-up standards for the shallow aquifers will need to be agreed upon and
may require discussion with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for mutual agreement. It is
recommended that CR meet with LQD as soon as possible to discuss options for plans for the
clean-up standard. Please contact me at your earliest convenience to schedule a meeting.

If you have any questions, please contact me at pam.rothwell(owyo.gov or 777-7048.

Sincerely,

Pam Rothwell
District I Assistant Supervisor
Land Quality Division

Enclosure

cc: Cameco Resources, Cheyenne, WY
Doug Mandeville, NRC
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TFN 3 2/290, CASING LEAK INVESTIGATION, 2012 STATUS UPDATE REVIEW

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER DOCKET 3211-00

PERMIT 603, CAMECO RESOURCES

INTRODUCTION

The Land Quality Division (LQD) received the referenced status report on March 29, 2013 along
with the separate 41h Quarter, 2012 Casing Leak Investigation (CLI) Report. The reviews of each
of these reports are being conducted separately. The following review comments should be
addressed.

COMMENTS

1 Figure 23. The North Morton Radium ponds photo appears to have been taken when the
water levels in the ponds were low. The shoreline for the southernmost pond appears to
be substantially larger than the area containing open water. This expanded pond footprint
may have additional affects, beyond the open water area. No response necessary. (SI)

2 Page 9. The text states that the baseline class of use is problematic due to abundant and
sporadic natural mineralization. Please clarify if the baseline class of use is problematic
due to abundant or sporadic natural mineralization. (SI)

3 The chloride concentrations in Mine Unit C-North appear to be decreasing closer to the
radium ponds. Please discuss how the possible multiple contaminant sources will be
differentiated. (SI)

4 The text discusses elevated sulfate, possibly associated with the North Morton Radium
ponds. Is there any record of whether barium sulfate or barium chloride was used for
radium removal or any water quality data available for the ponds? Please discuss the
method of radium removal (if known) and any sediment sampling results when the ponds
were decommissioned. (SI)

5 Figure B-1, etc. The Cooper-Jacob straight line fit is to the intermediate straight line
portion of the drawdown curve rather than the late time data. In Figure B-I, the straight
line fit would be the 10 minute to 100 minute segment. The late time data used in the
analysis may be delayed gravity drainage, due to unconfined conditions during the late
stages of the pump test. Please review the Cooper-Jacob fits to ensure that the proper
interval is used. (SI)

6 Tables B 1 and B2 compare the pumping analysis to the recovery analysis. Although the
relative transmissivity values match, several of the individual values have poor matches,
such as C22-3, CBG-3, and F23-2. Also, the sand unit for FBG-2 is listed as the 110
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Sand in Table B-I and the 100 Sand on Table B-2. Please correct the table and re-assess
the wells with poor matches. (SI)

7 Figure D- 16 does not contain the 2012 data nor does it contain Chloride data more recent
than 2008. Also, the only scale on the figure is for sulfate concentration. Please add a
scale for Chloride and update the figure to contain the more recent data. (SI)

8 Section 7, page 13. The report recommends semi-annual sampling for one full suite
sample and one short list sample. Please provide a technical basis to justify a decrease in
sampling frequency. (SI)

9 Table 12 contains a list of wells proposed for removal from the monitoring well network.
There are several questions regarding the table. The "Water in Casing" column appears
to contain numerous errors. For example, Well F25-1 is shown as containing 142.3 feet
of water, but the comments section states that the well is dry. Several wells are listed as
"unsampleable", however no reason is given for why the wells are unsampleable even
though there appears to be sufficient water in the well. Please explain why the wells
cannot be sampled and correct the Water in Casing column. (SI)


